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Tech Celebrates Semiannual Dress
Up and Look Nervous Week

Productivity is inversely proportional to
how much time
is left before your project is due
Today’s Forecast: 70 and kinda sorta cloudy. But with some sun. Maybe.

The Inscrutable Fog Says “Hello!”

Career Services, riding on the coattails of an energetic Homecoming Week, has just decided to dub the entire week surrounding the job fair as “Dress Up and Look Nervous Week” in
an attempt to prolong the buzz around campus. This twiceyearly celebration will see some radical improvements with
the new title.
“This year, for example, we decided to have a contest on
Wednesday for who could look the most like they were
about to pass out with fear,” enthused Julie Way. “The winner
was a nice young man who was doing his first-round interview with BASF -- he actually threw up on his shoes while he
was waiting outside the interview room!” Judges awarded
the man a 9.5/10 for style.

Anyhow, the deer walked up to me and introduced
itself. Not verbally, but the way that mist was seeping
out of its cloudy eyes and gaping mouth was quite
friendly, like a jaunty wave in a silent movie. It was
only polite for me to introduce myself as a writer for
the bull. I pulled out my iPod, set it to record audio,
and asked the deer if it wanted to make a statement.

The Monday of DU&LN Week will from now on be home to
two events. The first is a resume decorating contest, in which
participants are given forty-five minutes on an HDMZ computer and a copy of their own resume to add as many frivolous
bullet points, lines, Word Art, and buzzwords as possible. In
the evening, co-ed teams of three can compete in a frenzied
“Supermarket Sweep” scavenger hunt through Wal-Mart and
JC Penney. The items on the list include a suit jacket at least
one size too large, a tie that isn’t blue, men’s dress shoes
that don’t clack on the floor, a skirt cut so high it borders on
scandal, and the ever-elusive fob watch.

What happened next isn’t entirely clear. I remember
seeing frost coat the sidewalk between the deer and
I. Then the deer collapsed as something cold and
damp invaded my body and soul through my eyes,
nose, mouth, ears, and every pore. After that, I only
remember awakening on the roof of the MEEM, but
luckily I still had a recording of the Inscrutable Fog’s
statement!

Tuesday, the day of the Career Fair, is also triathalon day. Registered competitors of both genders must race up the SDC
hill wearing 3-inch heels, ‘swim’ at least four laps through the
dense sea of career-fair goers, and deadlift a ‘career fair swag
bag’ containing freebies from at least twenty companies.
Wednesday, as described above, is a themed dress up day
for who can look the most dressed up and nervous. Bonus
points for sweating, paleness, stammering, and actual heart
see Thelma on back
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Pic O’ The Day!

by Joshua Stuempges ~ Daily Bull

As I was making my way to campus this morning, a
deer stopped me. This was rather surprising, since
deer don’t usually interrupt my walk to class, let
alone any activity besides driving. I was probably
somewhere along College Avenue, although I can’t
be sure because the fog was too thick to see more
than five feet, and I hadn’t heard any traffic for about
two hours.

by Anony-whaaat? ~ Daily Bull

Thursday, 26 September 2013

When I played back the recording, I heard my own
warped voice speaking in a strange language. After
a minute or two of eerie invocations, the recording switched over to English, saying, “Kneel. Obey.
Kneel. Obey. Oblivion is my name. I am beyond the
beyond, which lies between life and living. Proclaim
yourselves as tribute and surrender your essence.
see Louise on back
The universe is deathless. It is
deathless because having no finite
self, it stays infinite. A sound man, by
not advancing himself, stays the further
ahead of himself.
--Elise Reiner (Insidious)

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

We Deliver All Over This Place
Just Call For A Hot Studio Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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attacks!

Kneel. Obey. Kneel. Obey.”

Thursday is the theatrical talent portion of Dress Up and Look Nervous Week.
After completing their interviews and potentially vomiting on their new suits
the day before, participants are asked to create the most dry, boring, and
professional-sounding voicemail pick-up they can on their cell phones. One
of this year’s contestants enthused, “It’s all about repeating yourself and
speaking robotically. Like: hel-lo. You have reached MICHAEL DONAGHUE.
At. Nine. Zero. Six. Three. Seven. Zero. Five. Five. Five. Five. I am un-able to
answer the phone at this moment. Please leave a brief message with. Your
name. Your phone. Number. And the pur-pose. Of. Your call. Again. This.
Is. MICHAEL. DONAGHUE. At. Nine. Zero….”

I can only surmise that this Inscrutable Fog is friendly, and wishes to join
with us here at Michigan Tech! I’ve spoken with the foreign exchange department about creating a special program for students from beyond our
comprehension, but was told that their budget didn’t allow for it. This is
a startling and blatant form of discrimination against dimensionally-diverse
students, and I hope that I have your support in protesting for more inclusion!

The Daily Bull honestly couldn’t handle much more, and left before writing
everything else down.
And, lastly, the university has announced that on Friday it will host a massive
social outing at the Continental Fire Company, completely on its dime. The
social will last all afternoon, all evening, and most of the night. Students are
welcome to attend to drink in celebration of their job offer, drink to drown
their sorrows at not getting a job offer, drink to relish in not needing to go to
the career fair at all, or drink because they are nervous about second-round
interviews next week.
How do YOU celebrate the twice-yearly Dress Up and Look Nervous Weeks?
Send us your activity ideas at bull@mtu.edu and we might just print them!
Hey! Listen!

We’re online!

DailyBull.students.mtu.edu/
The Daily Bull
@MTUBull

/user/thedailybull8008

Until then, just remember our new school chant:
Kneel.
Obey.
Kneel.
Obey.
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this small text, you will wipe your tears with the Lode and trudge on.
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Typewriter Monkeys: Liz ‘Riz’ Fujita, Nathan ‘Invincible’
Miller, Jeanine Chmielewski, Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks,
Sam Schall, Veronica Tabor, Chase Peterson, Corey Tindall,
Theresa Tran, Abigail Skibowski, Evan Krettek, Joshua
Stuempges, and toner. You know, for more issues.
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USURER
Rico Bastian
ADVISOR
Ser David d’Olson

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

Sue Doe Ku
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GRAND VIZIER
Elise Conley
SECRETARIAT
Kara Bakowski

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the
Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our
paper and toner costs.

Puzzle 1 (Easy, difficulty rating 0.31)
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GREAT SON OF LIFE
Alex Dinsmoor
MEAL TICKET
Zachary Evans
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